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The WHACKD White Paper 

Sept 11, 2021 

 

The ONE Whose Hand is About to Act to Save America Will 
Make The BIGGEST Headlines All Over the World… 

…as it was always meant to be. The FUSE has been lit. 
The whispers are out in the open. 

I want to tell you a story. This story will be the most incredible story, if it proves true. 

In the near future of 6 months, this may be the biggest story in the last 200ish years. There aren’t much 
bigger. 

The headlines of this story include the takedown of the top leadership of the U.S. government. And the 
top leadership of governments around the world. 

The Countdown Has Already Begun 

In more than one way, there are multiple countdowns associated with this event. 

And these countdowns all coincide for “Fall 2021.” 

As we are still in late Summer 2021, this material is timely and useful right now. 

I’m going to write this material in a most concise way for actionable results for the newbies.  

You may want to read this whitepaper TWICE. This information is going to be a bumpy ride for the 
Crypto newcomers. 

The Disclaimer 

I’m going to talk about a very speculative trade. A trade with possible high reward and high risk. 

Why is this a trade and not an investment? 

I like Robert Kiyosaki’s definition of trades VS investments.  

 Investment – An investment is the purchase of an asset that continues on a regular basis to put 
money in your pocket. Examples include: dividend-paying stocks, rental real estate, bonds, 
profitable businesses that create regular cash flow, and more. 

 Trade – A trade is the purchase or (sale short) of an instrument that one hopes to buy low and 
sell high (vise versa for a short position). The money is made by liquidating the instrument at a 
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future time for a better price than you bought it at. No matter the time limit, short or long 
term…even years. Examples include: non-dividend paying stocks (no matter the time limit), 
mutual funds, buy and flip real estate, collectibles, art, gold/silver, and more. 

With this concept in mind, what I’m about to speak of is a trade, not an investment. 

This trade has the potential to lose all your money…100% wipeout. Nothing left. Nothing left to sell.  

Know that this is part of the facts of this trade. I’m not hiding this at all. This is the most speculative 
thing I’ve ever done with my own money. In fact, the likelihood of 100% failure on this trade is quite 
high. Many things would have to happen in a row to make this trade super successful. And if any one of 
those things doesn’t happen, then the likelihood of success is low. 

From a fundamentalist point of view of a multi-year trader or investor, this trade has all the hallmarks of 
no success and complete wasting of money. Like throwing your money in a fire or flushing it down the 
toilet. Did I make the point completely clear? Is that blatant enough? 

You have to love throwing money into a fire to take this trade! Because that is what it is RIGHT NOW 
September 2021. 

Obviously, don’t put much money of your total net worth into this trade. And I don’t think you’ll want 
to. 

I’m not a financial advisor. I don’t give personal financial advice. I’m not telling you or anyone what to do 
with their money. 

I just want to tell you the story. And you can make up your own mind on what to do with this 
information. You can take no action, or you can act. You can act immediately or act later. None of it 
matters to me. 

I want what is best for our group members. That is why I’m not going to blast this information all over 
the world. I’m bringing you this story first. So you can have a few days to make up your mind. 

What is the General Situation Right Now in Early September 2021? 

As I will speak about in the Sept 2021 Newsletter…America is in a deep pickle. So, is the rest of the 
world. 

The “shot” mandates just went out on Sept 9, 2021 to all federal government employees; including the 
military and government contractors. Plus large companies with over 100 employees are now also 
included in the mandates. There is a 75 day window given by the administration to get the “shot.” That 
window ends 2 days before Thanksgiving. Taking up most of the Fall. 

Australia is under deep lockdown. The people are fighting back by having the truckers block all the main 
roads between Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland. The blockade looks to be semi-successful at 
applying the pressure of freedom to their government. The Australian government responded by talking 
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about the “New World Order” limitations and cutting off the unvaxxed from healthcare and their 
freedoms. 

France has those “shot” mandates too. The people have responded since Bastile Day with massive 
demonstrations and boycotts of restaurants and businesses that held up those government mandates. 
The people would come and have picnic lunches OUTSIDE the restaurants, just to demonstrate their 
businesses were losing money supporting the government. 

I’m not giving an opinion on these matters. I’m just reporting that this is the current state of the world. 

The Information Sources are Lining Up 

Source #1: “I have many dead-man switches.” 

Source #2: “Many shall fall in the Fall.” 

Source #3: “Nothing can stop what is coming.” 

Source #4: “…that great pit which hath been digged for the destruction of men shall be filled by 
those who digged it,…” 

The great pit has been dug. Now it is time for Jesus Christ’s hand to be revealed. And He has promised it. 
(More in the September 2021 Newsletter) 

What Is WHACKD and How Does It Fit in With the Greater Picture? 

WHACKD is a crypto-token, like a cryptocurrency. But, as a token it resides on the Ethereum Network. 
Ethereum is like a digital machine that allows programmers to sell all sorts of digital services in exchange 
for those tokens. 

Ethereum is the 2nd highest market cap Crypto Asset, behind Bitcoin. (See: https://coinranking.com/)  
It is very large and isn’t going away. Ethereum has the MOST different types of real-world uses in all of 
the crypto asset marketplace. Ethereum is also a de-centralized platform. Meaning there is no one 
location or computer that controls it. It is everywhere. If the internet is ON, then Ethereum is ON. 

Smart Contracts are what Ethereum has found as a primary benefit to its users. Smart contracts are 
immutable contracts that cannot be changed, adjusted, or altered once initialized.  
(See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWGLtjG-F5c)  

WHACKD is the crypto-token of John McAfee. It is considered a “crap token.” In the crypto world there 
are coins and tokens that have utilitarian value. They DO something useful in the world. They facilitate 
the buying and selling of goods and services. Bitcoin is a utilitarian coin. Stable coins that track the 
government currencies of the world are utilitarian coins. They have a purpose. 

“Crap tokens or coins” have no purpose, except for possibly a pump and dump scheme.  
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How does the pump and dump scheme work?  

Dogecoin executed a pump and dump scheme in 2021. Dogecoin has no purpose. It was created as a 
joke. Yet it had a moonshot rise in price in mid 2021…because Elon Musk (popular social media and 
business figure) just tweeted about it several times. And it made some news headlines in alternative 
crypto news media outlets. And people put their money in it. Thus, a rise in price. Then they took their 
money out toward the top; gaining money in the TRADE. A pump and dump scheme. Elon Musk was the 
pumper in this scheme. Millions were made in 2021 from Dogecoin’s pump and dump. As more currency 
comes in the LATER stages of the price rise, that gives money to the people who got in early who hold 
the most coins/tokens. Because they bought them under a few pennies. When the price rises to several 
dollars, there are 100s and 1000s of percent gains there. So, they dump and take their profits. The ones 
holding the bag are the people who got in late in the price rise. They will show losses, while the people 
who got in early will show huge gains. This is how a pump and dump scheme works. And the 
cryptocurrency world is FULL OF THIS OVER THE PAST 4 YEARS.  

This is why I’ve never bought a cryptocurrency nor coin nor token, until now. I knew that with Bitcoin at 
60,000 dollars-ish…that even if it went to over a $1 Million/coin, the percentage gain would only be 
about 16X. However, that is pretty dang good in the stock, futures, forex world. But, that is small 
potatoes in the crypto world. 

Most of these coins are started at less than a few pennies. And “someday” do a moonshot in price to 
several dollars (Say $2 is average). That represents $0.01 to over $2.00 = 200X. That is lifechanging 
money IF one can get in under a few pennies and expect several dollars worth of “moonshot” before 
getting out. 

However, now in September 2021, there are 1000s of these type of “crap coins” with no utilitarian 
value. Just the brainchildren of some guy that wants to “one day” do a social media pump and dump 
scheme. These are not the types of ventures with which I want to involve myself. To make money in 
these things, one would simply put a few hundred bucks in everything, expecting most of them to go to 
$0.00, and then some of them to moonshot for $100,000s or $Millions. That is all that most people are 
doing in crypto today. This whole industry is begging to be regulated by the Government and one day it 
will be. But until that time, it is like the wild wild West of social media pump and dump schemes. With 
only a few projects showing utilitarian value. And those will be the survivors of the regulation when it 
eventually does come. Bitcoin, stable coins, and Ethereum have a lot of utilitarian value to give many 
people all around the world. 

2019 Saw Something *NEW* Come Onto the Cryptocurrency Stage 

Very few people knew about something that happened in 2019 that was revolutionary even in the 
Crypto World. 

1. The regular use case for Cryptos are that there is an “infinite” number of tokens (inflation) that 
gets dumped on new traders as they buy the coins/tokens. This is the exact same as the Federal 
Reserve Notes in your wallet. They create as many as they want. The only one who makes 
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money in this scheme is the coin/token project owner….JUST like the Federal Reserve! Dogecoin 
did a moonshot and yet it was in this class of coin of infinite “printing” of new coins. 
 

2. The next use case for Cryptos are that there is a “finite” number of tokens (stable) that are 
mined with computers as they are plugged into the blockchain. Thus, because there are a finite 
number of tokens the $value of each token goes UP as more people come to buy the 
coin/token. The Law of Scarcity is brought into being. These types of coins/tokens function more 
like gold/silver in the world. Bitcoin did several moonshots because it is in this class of coin of 
finite “printing” of new coins. 
 

3. There were a few (less than 7) coins/tokens that were invented in 2019-2021, that actually have 
a DEFLATIONARY aspect to their coin/token supply. So instead of having a stable price based 
upon a semi-stable growth curve by miners putting transactions on the blockchain…these 
DEFLATIONARY coins would put all their coins out at the beginning (like a helicopter coin dump) 
and then BURN their supply as transactions in the coin/token follow. Thus, CAUSING a 
moonshot because there is an “ever-shrinking” number of coins that people can purchase. The 
Law of Scarcity is put on steroids and intentionally causing a price spike. Bomb Coin was the first 
of these types of coins/tokens. 

The Bomb Coin and several of these coins now have done a price spike. Although not as high as I would 
expect after looking at their charts. This is probably because Bitcoin itself did a moonshot in late 2020 
and early 2021, and has been taking a breather since that time. Most of the other cryptos have been 
taking a break too. These things tend to be tied to Bitcoin’s enthusiasm. 

You can see a list of them here: https://cryptobriefing.com/deflationary-coins-bomb-explode-fizzle/ 

However, since most of these Deflationary Coins have come online in 2019 to 2021, they are new and 
untested as to their ability to do a HUGE moonshot. But, their fundamental structure 
(coinomics/tokenomics) would encourage it. 

Here is the important note: Over the 2.5 years these Deflationary Coins/Tokens have been around they 
have been created to have certain types of deflationary pressures. 

Bomb Coin was designed with a 1% BURN OF TOKENS on every buy and sell transaction. When 
someone would buy, 1% of their purchase is burned. When someone would sell, hopefully at a profit, 
1% of their tokens would be burnt. Thus, a loss of 2% of total number of tokens when someone goes IN 
and when they get OUT would get burned.  

When someone paid $500 IN to buy coins on Bomb, AT THE LOW PRICE OF $0.01 (or even less than a 
penny), they would get 50,000 coins –(minus 1% 500 coins) = 49,500 total coins in their ledger that they 
own and control in their wallet. 

When someone later sells Bomb Coin 2 months later at the high price of $2.00 (or more), they would 
liquidate their 49,500 total coins for $2.00 X 49,500 –(minus 1% 495 coins) = $98,010.  
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For a percentage gain of $98,010/$500 = 196.02 = 19,602% Gain (That is a 19,000% gain on the money 
put into Bomb for 2 months) 

See how that works? See those %percentage gains? Now you know why there are so many new Crypto-
Millionaires being created from 2015-2021! 

There are price charts with this type of phenomenon happening every year and every few months in the 
cryptocurrency world. Some smaller than this $2 bump example, or less percentages. And SOME that 
are much bigger than the $2 bump example, or larger percentages. The same phenomenon of strong 
percentage growth also happens in penny stocks too. It has more to do with buying REALLY low and 
selling high.  

That super low price to start, is the mechanism that makes this whole phenomenon tick for the HUGE 
percentage growth. Most people who got into Crypto in the past several years know this phenomenon 
and are looking to use it in their favor. The problem is, unless a person is very well connected in the 
Crypto World with new projects, they never know WHICH ONE is going to moonshot, so they just put a 
little money in everything HOPING AND PRAYING for a moonshot in something. In my life hoping and 
praying is not a wise trading strategy. Thus, I’ve never had a desire to buy any of these cryptos, until 
now. 

 No Shorting 

Since the cryptocurrency markets are so new, and they are unregulated, there is no shorting in any of 
them, that I’m aware of. 

Shorting in the stock/futures/forex markets means that people that have money, but no stock can 
BORROW stock from a broker that has it, and make money on a price drop. They make money when the 
price goes DOWN. Not UP.  

What does this mean? It means that in a traditional stock market, people can make money in BOTH 
directions. This means they can lose money in both directions too. This is what happened in Game Stop 
last year. A group of small guy LONGs, acting in unison using a social media board, all bought shares in 
Game Stop, against a bunch of large institutional SHORTS. As the price spiked upward, the institutional 
traders LOST MONEY, because they had to cover their shorts by buying back the stock. The little guys 
won the money from the institutional traders which lost money. This was the first time this ever 
happened in the history of the stock market. Usually, it is exactly the other way around. 

This is all based on the power of SHORTING. Without that power…EVERYONE WOULD BE LONG. (big 
and little guys) 

And the only downward movement in price we would EVER HAVE in a market is when people were 
profit-taking toward the top. One would have to sell what they already owned (stock, futures, forex). 

There would be no way to crash any market, unless YOU owned a ton of the stock, and hit the sell 
button on ALL OF IT. Thus moving price lower. 



This is one of the things I can only hope gets fixed in the future about the American stock market
WHY? Because it is another manipulation scheme of the elite
they want using the power of the SHORT. And they can drive that price so low that it will make the long
term LONG traders (ie pension funds, dividend inve
positions.  

BUT,…lucky for our trade with WHACKD, there are NO SHORTS in the market. 
SHORT in the crypto markets at this time. Thus, ALL WE HAVE TO DO is look at the whales in t
WHACKD token, and see what kind of damage they could do, IF they dumped all their tokens at one 
time...Which in a Deflationary Token would only create a BUYING OPPORTUNITY. Nice.

And in WHACKD, there is no huge whale. The biggest guy right now holds abo
available. Thus, no true whale that could manipulate prices. Most people who hold WHACKD have a few 
hundred bucks to a few thousand in it. That is all. Just a bunch of little guys.

See chart of biggest 1000 token holders: 
(screenshot courtesy of Dune Analytics)

WHACKD the BIGGEST Deflationary Coin/Token in the World

I’ve looked at that article above on Deflationary Coins/Tokens and John McAfee’s Whackd token was not 
on the list. That is because there are 1000s of Crypto Currencies and Tokens out there, and even the 
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This is one of the things I can only hope gets fixed in the future about the American stock market
Because it is another manipulation scheme of the elites. They can crash these markets anytime 

they want using the power of the SHORT. And they can drive that price so low that it will make the long
term LONG traders (ie pension funds, dividend investors, long-term holders) get scared and sell their 

WHACKD, there are NO SHORTS in the market. It is impossible
SHORT in the crypto markets at this time. Thus, ALL WE HAVE TO DO is look at the whales in t
WHACKD token, and see what kind of damage they could do, IF they dumped all their tokens at one 
time...Which in a Deflationary Token would only create a BUYING OPPORTUNITY. Nice.

And in WHACKD, there is no huge whale. The biggest guy right now holds about 5-6% of the total tokens 
available. Thus, no true whale that could manipulate prices. Most people who hold WHACKD have a few 
hundred bucks to a few thousand in it. That is all. Just a bunch of little guys. 

See chart of biggest 1000 token holders: https://dune.xyz/BlackBitTec/Whackd  
(screenshot courtesy of Dune Analytics) 

 

WHACKD the BIGGEST Deflationary Coin/Token in the World 

I’ve looked at that article above on Deflationary Coins/Tokens and John McAfee’s Whackd token was not 
on the list. That is because there are 1000s of Crypto Currencies and Tokens out there, and even the 

This is one of the things I can only hope gets fixed in the future about the American stock markets. 
They can crash these markets anytime 

they want using the power of the SHORT. And they can drive that price so low that it will make the long-
term holders) get scared and sell their 

It is impossible to have a 
SHORT in the crypto markets at this time. Thus, ALL WE HAVE TO DO is look at the whales in the 
WHACKD token, and see what kind of damage they could do, IF they dumped all their tokens at one 
time...Which in a Deflationary Token would only create a BUYING OPPORTUNITY. Nice. 

6% of the total tokens 
available. Thus, no true whale that could manipulate prices. Most people who hold WHACKD have a few 

I’ve looked at that article above on Deflationary Coins/Tokens and John McAfee’s Whackd token was not 
on the list. That is because there are 1000s of Crypto Currencies and Tokens out there, and even the 
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crypto media isn’t able to keep up with all the coin and token projects out there. Most are not worth 
keeping up with. 

Most of them are scams as John McAfee said himself in 2019. John was very critical of the crypto world 
as a 70ish year old freedom loving man. He had seen these same scams being done in countless markets 
over his lifetime.  

So, what did John do? 

He created a “Crap Token” that was meant to reward the HOLDERS by building the biggest Deflationary 
Token EVER. There is a 10% Burn Rate on the way in and out. And releasing only 1 Billion tokens at the 
start. There will never be more. And there is already after just a few months of trading 31% BURNED. 

At this rate, 90% of them will be burned by about Summer 2022, if not faster. In the 2 Weeks since 
finding out about this WHACKD Token in late August, I have seen the percentages of burn through 
regular transactions at low price levels go from 30.1% to 30.623%. 

And have seen the total supply of tokens available go from 710,000,000 down to 693,774,342. In less 
than the 14 days I’ve been watching it with low action and low volume. How fast will it burn when faster 
action and higher volume comes in? 

This is a screenshot of Dune.xyz for WHACKD Sept 11, 2021 https://dune.xyz/BlackBitTec/Whackd  
(all of these links are provided below)

 

Remember, what you are looking at in this chart are the HOLDERS, and burn percentages of how much 
of the WHACKD token has been burned. (not a price chart. This is different. See more below) 
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In this burn chart above, notice the lower left (Last 1500 Burns) that there is a GROWING NUMBER of 
burns happening starting the end of August! This means that more volume is coming into this WHACKD 
token. And thus more burning happening. 

There is no other token or coin in the whole Crypto world that burns 10% IN AND OUT. This feature 
alone makes the WHACKD tokenomics a favorable token to buy and hold and just wait. Because the 
price should drift upwards over time. And it could be quite heavy, when lots of volume comes into the 
token and more and more is burned. So, less tokens are in circulation and less to buy. Thus, a moonshot 
is very possible.  

With tokenomics like this burning 10% of every transaction, if there was HEAVY VOLUME coming into 
the token, it would burn even faster. Like, say with, big news events…! 

This Deflationary Token Is a Ride – There Will Be An END 

I want you to know that this WHACKD token is a ride, not a hold forever token. Why is that? 

Remember, this is a TRADE. Not an investment. There must be a buy low and sell high component to this 
strategy. 

Because WHACKD has a 10% burn rate IN AND OUT, there is a need to sell. Because eventually, there 
will be only 1 token left, and no buyers. See that? 

So when the burn %percentage reaches about 90-95%, the price will most probably be HIGH. Yet, there 
won’t be enough tokens to go around, and if anyone sells, or buys, there will be less tokens. Thus, the 
holders when they sell, at this late stage, won’t find enough buyers willing to buy at these high prices. 
So, the price will have to drop. 

It will probably level off for a while. Because there wouldn’t be too many transactions at this high level. 
Thus, like a helium balloon that is slowly letting its air out, the whole market will fall slowly, level upon 
level down and down. 

So, make sure to get your money OUT of WHACKD around 80-90% of total supply burned. Play it by ear. 
But, there will be an end to this trade. Know that it is there. 

There is a 1 in 1000 TOTAL TRANSACTION BURN 

When I first saw that 1 in every 1000 transactions was going to be completely burned, I was nervous. 
What if my transaction was the burned one? 

Personally, I think this is just to burn more tokens (which is very good for the holders) of the new people 
when they come in and don’t know what they are doing. They will think it is random. BUT it is not. 

I think John McAfee set this up to catch the people who come in late and don’t care about the token. 
And don’t care about anything but price action. To keep them on their heels. So, they don’t move too 
much money into the token all at once. OR take it out all at once and crash the market. 
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For people who READ, and know the token JUST A LITTLE BIT, this 1 in 1000 total transaction burn HAS 
NO TEETH. In fact it becomes a badge of honor to do it. 

I’ll show you what I mean. 

The WHACKD organization that has carried on making WHACKD a token on the exchanges and are 
working their roadmap to make that happen. That will be good, later on.  
(See org here: https://getwhackd.org/) 

They also put out an official WHACKD organization whitepaper. And in the Whitepaper, there is a link to 
the countdown timer to the next 1000th transaction to “get whackd.”  
(here: https://whosgettingwhackd.com/)  
 
So, it is very easy to see when the next 1000th transaction is going to get whackd. Grin 
Use it wisely and don’t get a big transaction whackd. Let some other person lose their money needlessly. 
Not you.  

This mechanism of whacking 1 in 1000 transactions I think was put in by John McAfee for the purpose of 
making people HOLD longer by having them scale INTO the Whackd token and scale OUT OF the Whackd 
token. Just to avoid being the 1000th transaction. HOWEVER, I can see now, by putting the transaction 
countdown timer online, it HAS NO TEETH. 

Why Did John McAfee, a Crypto Critical Older Person, Make a Crap Token With 
No Purpose? 

Maybe, the purpose isn’t public. Maybe it is private. 

This is the only reason why a person who railed against 75% of the Crypto industry on a regular basis 
and called them charlatans with their pump and dump schemes, would make a “crap coin” himself. 

Other than that 10% burn ratio, which is the highest in the industry, this token has no value and no 
utilitarian purpose.  

I can see that the 10% burn ratio is setup in a way to cause a massively huge price spike. Probably 
several price spikes in the course of burning itself, like a candle; or a lit fuse on a firecracker. But, there is 
no other purpose for this crypto token. No utilitarian value. No sense to its existence.  

It looks like it was meant to be a pump and dump scheme. Just as a test of the 10% burn ratio. In fact, 
this looks to be like John McAfee’s personal statement to the world that, “I can make a crypto asset that 
will pump and dump better than all of you.” 

Just to stick it in their eye. 

But, why do this? Why would John McAfee make a “crap token” for a huge amplified pump and dump 
scheme that he spent years railing against?  
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In the early days of the 2019 computer development of the WHACKD token, one of the developers even 
got mad at McAfee and the project and poo pood it all over the place online. The reason was this token 
has cool tokenomics (10% burn rate) but looked just like a pump and dump scheme WITH NO utilitarian 
purpose. Just like the rest of the “crap tokens” out there. (ie 75% of the crypto world) 

Therefore, that programmer/coder was the one that spread it online over the whole crypto community 
that this WHACKD token was just a pump and dump scheme. Thus don’t buy it. No pump, no dump. 

And from the outside looking IN at the project in 2019, that is exactly what I would have said too. Just 
another “crap coin.” One of many. 

Yet, John McAfee kept on and got another programmer/coder to finish the job. 

John didn’t need the money. He was actively involved with his retirement and ocean fishing and actively 
speaking at cryptocurrency conferences. 

(See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhJXIOEbvKY (2019 last year’s conference, before he was 
arrested in Spain in October 2020 upon arriving in Spain for this same conference held in 2020.) 

He knew his days as a free man were numbered.  He was being chased by the U.S. Government from 
country to country for tax fraud allegations. He was a 70ish year old man that had a wild lifestyle. He 
was a 2-time Libertarian Party Presidential Candidate; 2016 and 2020. 

Why would a man like that bother creating a Crypto Token on Ethereum, which is used for Smart 
Contracts like an online vending machine? A token with no public purpose? Why waste his precious time 
as a free man with this WHACKD project? 

John Had a Secret 

John McAfee kept this secret and yet wore it on his sleeve like a symbol of pride. 

He had the dirt on every American politician and many politicians and government officials around the 
whole world. He spoke of holding this dirt on social media several times. 

And it is some BAD DIRT. 
 
So BAD that he claimed that upon his death, his DIRT would bring down the whole U.S. Government and 
many others. That it would be chaos. That the release of this DIRT would bring down the stock markets 
of the world, just because of the loss in confidence in the world’s leaders and corporate leaders. 

(***MUST See This Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJWbg7YLWZA 

And this is John McAfee’s final interview as an international fugitive: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0pxnTXECwo (has cussing))   
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THAT BAD. (This story should sound very familiar from several other sources. “Many shall fall in the 
Fall.”) 

Assumingly, John got this dirt from his role as the creator of McAfee Antivirus Software. The government 
uses McAfee Antivirus on their personal computers via government contract. At least, that is what my 
digging turned up in July 2021. So do governments and corporations all over the world.  

(An example is here: DOD FACT SHEET: DoD Employee Subscription for McAfee Antivirus for Home Use > 
U.S. Army Cyber Command > Fact Sheets) 

This point is unproven on HOW he got the data DIRT. So, this is my best guess, based upon my 
understanding of John McAfee as a cyber security expert. For that he was. 

John claimed several times that the amount of DIRT collected was 31 Terabytes of data. (Files, videos, 
etc.) That is a LOT of DIRT. For comparison, the average commercially available desktop computer today 
holds about 1 Terabyte of data storage. 

I’ve watched several John McAfee videos, live streams, conference presentations, trying to get into this 
man’s mind. And take the facts from what he believes and see what could be done with that 
information. 

I did this back in early July 2021, when John McAfee was murdered in a Spanish prison just before being 
extradited back to the United States on tax charges. He was murdered on Jun 23, 2021. Just 3 days into 
Summer 2021, which started on June 20, 2021. Just like we were looking for. Late Spring, early Summer.  

Yes, I know what mainstream media is saying about how John died. He hung himself. I know. I don’t 
believe a word of it. And neither does John’s wife or lawyer. He specifically stated that he would not 
“Epstein himself by hanging” (paraphrased). He even had the word “Whackd” tattooed on his arm to let 
everyone know that when he died, he would have been “Whackd.” Further, he named his crypto token 
WHACKD in 2019, and setup the tokenomics to “whack” 1 in 1000 transactions. So, obviously this 
concept of BEING WHACKD was on his mind all the way back in early 2019, at least. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

****NEW - THIS JUST IN: I learned today on the Telegram message group that WHACKD as a token 
didn’t even trade at all until the day McAfee died June 23, 2021. The token was just launched upon his 
death. I looked at the charts and assumed before his death, there was just no volume. But that wasn’t 
the case. All the volume came in with the news and the token started circulating UPON HIS DEATH, as 
planned. YEP. 

This takes the mystery UP a notch. The WHACKD token itself is a fuse waiting to explode. As it was set in 
motion by Smart Contracts upon John’s murder. (Him being Whackd) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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How Can I Use This Info? 

This is my big guess. I’m going to state it plainly so you cannot misunderstand. 

John McAfee while on the run from the U.S. Government, needed a way to release his DIRT without 
hurting anyone. Because that is part of the Libertarian way of life. You can do whatever you like to 
yourself, but you may not ever harm another. For that should be illegal. Rightly so. 

So, he knew his days as a free man fishing in the ocean and living in the islands, as his retirement of 
choice, was under attack. The government had given him death threats that he should kill himself. 

He then spent his time thinking about how to release the DIRT. So, he prepared a dead man’s switch, in 
the form of a Smart Contract. (Remember those from above? Watch that video again.) 

He then hooked the Smart Contract to his data source on his WHACKD token. So, that when enough 
tokens had been burned, ie. volume, then the initial release of DIRT would go outbound. Then as more 
tokens were burned, more releases would follow. FOR MONTHS. 

The people being accused of the DIRT would step down or be arrested. Tried and executed for their 
crimes. (remember that similar story…from multiple sources?) 

The news media would be forced to cover these stories, because these would be the biggest stories over 
the last 200ish years. There would be no other news stories except these FOR MONTHS. 

And because the news media is covering these stories, that gains LOTS OF EYEBALLS. BILLIONS OF 
THEM. All over the world. 

And when BILLIONS OF EYEBALLS are on something, the investors, traders, etc, are on those stories too. 
And when those traders catch wind that the mechanism releasing this data and these huge stories to the 
world is a small crypto token, that may cause just a little bit of volume in WHACKD!!!!!! 

And that “little bit of volume” (wow, that would be an understatement), would BURN 10% of the tokens 
on the way IN. Causing a further token availability restriction and upward price movement. 

There could conceivably be a time around 50-70% tokens burned that the market cap might rival Bitcoin. 
YET, with far LESS tokens in circulation than Bitcoin has. Thus, a MUCH HIGHER PRICE….and those 
WHACKD tokens keep on burning like a candle. 10% burn IN. 10% burn OUT. 

If these events in prophecy take place AND they are linked to John McAfee’s DIRT, this little WHACKD 
token may be the mightiest moon shot the world has ever seen in any asset in any previous time period 
in the history of the world. That is one heck of a burning candle.  

What Could This “Crap Token” Do For Me? 

Obviously, this token was created to pump and dump. But, what are the realities? 
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Reality #1: WHACKD goes nowhere. Does nothing. Is not tied to any BIG Release. McAfee lied 
about the whole DIRT thing. It was a scam to keep the bad guys off his back. The token goes 
nowhere and eventually dies to $0.00 because the current token development team quits. The 
entire social media movement around the token goes away and loses all their money. 

Reality #2: WHACKD is not tied to any BIG Release of John McAfee. The development team does 
what they say they are doing and keep expanding the reach of this token to “commemorate the 
legacy of John McAfee.” The 10% burn rate of the tokenomics takes over, and over time the 
price drifts upward as it burns more tokens slowly over time. In about 1-2 years, the token is 
worth about 3-4 times what we paid at these low levels, under $0.05. The experiment with a 
deflationary token was proven successful. It created value for the holders over a year or two. 

Reality #3: WHACKD is tied to some Smart Contracts that John McAfee put in place. The chatter 
on the social media boards about what John McAfee did is correct. John did have the DIRT. That 
DIRT was released in conjunction with the 10% burn percentage of the WHACKD token. That 
DIRT spews out over MONTHS, just like multiple sources state should be coming in the FALL of 
2021. Enemies of the people are taken down. Creating a huge media circus for MONTHS. 
Causing more and more traders to pile into WHACKD (when the word gets out). With the price 
shooting to $5, then $20, then $50, then $100, then $500, then $1000, then unknown number 
$higher. The 10% burn keeps pushing prices higher. Until the finale. Then with about 90-95% 
fully burned the price is so high that it won’t fetch more buyers, and the volume gets lower 
overall. Then a decline back to earth. BIG candle burned. 

Examples of Buying Prices Now and What that looks like as the Candle Burns: 

Right now Sept 11, 2021 , the price of WHACKD is under $0.01. Specifically about $0.0075 right now. 
(75% of one penny) 

For myself, I’m going to keep buying WHACKD at any price under $0.10. Or even $1.00. For I believe that 
the phenomenon of %percentage growth can occur easily under that point, as the 10% burn 
tokenomics keeps going. 

So, let’s assume a few things for our INPUTS and OUTPUTS. 

Assumptions: 

 $0.01 entry price (right now Sept 11, 2021, you can get better than this. But, just repeat this 
math with your own entry prices at the time you enter, if you so choose) 

 Obviously, I have no idea how high this price of this BIG Candle can go. It could go nowhere, 
$1.00 then stop. Or $1,000,000/token. I have no idea. So, make your trading plan accordingly. 

 Remember, the 10% Burn OUTBOUND as well. 
 Remember, some of these dollar amounts are so huge, that there wouldn’t be a way to deduct 

or cover them for tax purposes, for any significant percentage. Thus, an exposure of the highest 
tax bracket around 40% would have to be paid for taxes. These numbers are so huge, that a 
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massive tax bill would be expected. Calculate that into your equations. I don’t give tax advice. 
Please consult your government licensed tax accounting professional. 

 Some of these high numbers are probably unattainable. But, you could have fun trying. I love 
Excel. 

Buy in 
amount 

Simple # 
of Tokens 
acquired 
at $0.01 

# of 
Tokens 
after the 
10% 
initial 
burn IN 

$1.00 exit $5.00 exit $20.00 exit $100 exit $200 exit 

$200  20,000  18,000  $18,000 $90,000 $360,000 $1,800,000 $3,600,000 
$300  30,000  27,000  $27,000 $135,000 $540,000 $2,700,000 $5,400,000 
$500  50,000  45,000  $45,000 $225,000 $900,000 $4,500,000 $9,000,000 

$1,000  100,000  90,000  $90,000 $450,000 $1,800,000 $9,000,000 $18,000,000 
$2,000  200,000  180,000  $180,000 $900,000 $3,600,000 $18,000,000 $36,000,000 
$5,000  500,000  450,000  $450,000 $2,250,000 $9,000,000 $45,000,000 $90,000,000 

 

You can calculate the numbers yourself for higher numbers. I couldn’t put more on this page. Have fun 
with it. 

How to Set This Up 

I’m afraid this will be the most frustrating part for the non-cryptocurrency people who want to do this. 
We were about ready to pull our hair out, after several days of attempting our account set up and 
loading with funds. It was not a happy experience. We made several mistakes that cost us time and a 
little money. 

May my misfortune be a word of warning to you and possibly a help that will make your experience 
smoother than my own. 

(SPECIAL NOTE: I will NOT do customer support on this process. Do not message me when it gets 
hard. Contact the companies involved. We had to. Thank you.) 

#1. You Need a Coin Wallet – There are lots of wallet providers. Some are more restrictive than 
others. www.CoinBase.com is the biggest wallet provider that can make this trade.  
The Coinbase Wallet is what is needed for the next step to connect to Uniswap. There are other 
wallets available. If you have one of those, go for it. (https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap)  

#2. TIP: CoinMama’s exchange was easier to transfer $USD to Ethereum. Then moving 
Ethereum to Coinbase’s wallet was easy. Using  Coinbase’s exchange was very hard to set up. 

#3. Load small at first. No matter how much money you want to put into this venture. Just start 
small. Why is that? So, you can feel the whole setup process without much risk.  
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#4. Use Uniswap V3 when the Gas fee is low (hopefully) to swap Ethereum to the WHACKD 
token. It is easier to do this by phone, rather than by computer. Also, use the official directions 
at the bottom right of the https://getwhackd.org/ website to do the swap from ETH to WHACKD. 

You do have to go to the www.getwhackd.org site anyway and click the “Buy Whackd” 
link. Then select “yes” to add WHACKD as a token to buy. Otherwise Uniswap doesn’t 
even have it in the lists. Yep…that is how restrictive this thing is! 

#5 After a long bunch of spinning wheels, Up to 10 mins, you should have WHACKD tokens in 
your wallet. That is good. That is all. Repeat process several times. Over several days and weeks. 

 (SPECIAL NOTE: I will NOT do customer support on this process. Do not message me when it 
gets hard. Contact the companies involved. We had to. Thank you.) 

Important Tips I Have Learned About This Market 

 Make sure you are buying the correct WHACKD – There are some copycats out there, because 
John McAfee was popular in the crypto world. He gave many seminars and spoke and many 
conferences. Make sure that your WHACKD token has this contract 
“0xcf8335727b776d190f9d15a54e6b9b9348439eee” Notice the 3 “e”s on the end. In the 
Crypto world, it won’t matter if the letters are uppercase or lowercase. They are the same.  
 

 Don’t put too much money in at a time. The Automated Market Maker Liquidity Pool only has 
about $350,000 in it worth of tokens. (Learn more about Liquidity Pools here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cizLhxSKrAc 

o You can look at the transactions and the times they come in here: 
https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-
explorer/0xc491405d542a393d8d202a72f0fb076447e61891  

 This chart shows WHACKD VS Ethereum. One must put their money into 
Ethereum FIRST then move it over to WHACKD.  
 

 Have a Plan for the money when it comes out – It is wise to NEVER SPEND THE PRINCIPLE. Only 
the interest from cash flow investments.  
 

 Tier Your Exit Scale OUT– As with the entrance IN, you will most likely have to scale your way in. 
Don’t sweat it. It is wise to tear your exit on the way OUT also. Pre-set some price levels that you 
expect the price to go. And tier out a certain percentage of your stake, as the price moves 
through your pre-determined exit levels. Don’t exit too many tokens at one time, like some 
goof-balls will do in this thing, and crash the market. You want to be SELLING when the influx of 
new money is coming in and they are BUYING.  
 

 WHACKD is like a Candle (or Firecracker) – (I love burying the best information in a place where 
others won’t look for it.) It will burn out. In fact upon further thinking about how John McAfee 
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set this up…he promoted WHACKD in a moderate way when he was alive. He talked about it 
several times in conferences and he even tattooed “$WHACKD” on his own arm and plugged 
that on social media. BUT, the WHACKED token was NOT ABLE TO BE PURCHASED until June 23, 
2021, hours after he died. THIS FACT should not be lost in the minds of our group members. 
(Since we had been looking for this as the BIG Release.) John’s friend who activated the ‘dead 
man’s switch’ simply put the WHACKD token with its associated SMART CONTRACT in motion. 
That person just lit the fuse, or candle. That is all they had to do. The immutable smart contracts 
will take care of the rest, at the correct percentages of burn. Thus, only the ‘true believers’ who 
got in early would be rewarded.  

o After that point of June 23, 21, the news of John McAfee’s death/murder spiked the 
WHACKED token above $127/token (see chart link below). Probably because at that 
moment, there wasn’t many WHACKD tokens or Ethereum in the Liquidity Pool. Thus, 
price discovery was very sharp. When the Liquidity Pool runs low on either coin, price 
discovery causes the price spikes. I expect that later on too. Be aware of that and watch 
that Liquidity Pool (link below).  

o In theory, because WHACKD is like a candle, John couldn’t have launched this token 
when he was alive, IF he wanted to link this token to the BIG Release at a later date. The 
candle/firecracker would have burned out long before he died. Thus, not a very 
effective data release mechanism. NO. He had to wait for his own murder of being 
“WHACKD.” And thus he did. 

o What does this mean for you? As I study the chart right now, there is low volume in the 
last few days. Price is sagging lower (good thing if you want to BUY LOW, then hold, and 
SELL HIGH. Grin) It means that our own group members MAY help make future history 
happen. This thing needs more volume to burn more tokens to hit the correct burn 
percentages, predetermined by the smart contracts that John McAfee loaded. To make 
the BIG Release happen. My guestimate is that John, having time to think about it, 
would want the best ‘squeeze’ around 60-80% max burn to be around the time of the 
BIGGEST portion of the take down using that information. So my guestimate is that IF 
these smart contracts are linked in a smart way, then sometime around the 35-50% 
burn percentage, the initial start of the BIG Release would happen. (Just a guess now. 
Don’t quote me. I’m just making an educated guess based upon how I see the facts 
around this setup of WHACKD.) And since today is Sept 11, 2021…to reach that burn 
percentage, it would happen pretty close to Sept 22, 21 (The FIRST DAY OF FALL. Just 
around the correct time.) 

 Plus remember, after the June 23, 21 murder/death of John, there was 
BritBongLogPost.com setup with a 30 day countdown timer and a threat that, 
“all the elite should be scared of what is to come.” BUT, then the countdown 
timer did nothing. Remember that? Then it switched to a burn percentage 
calculator of the WHACKD token. Someone associated with John is trying to get 
the world to focus on this small token and its burn percentage. At first, I thought 
that was a fake. A pure scheme of marketing to get people to buy the WHACKD 
token. But, now in early September 2021, it looks more like a goof-up. The guy 
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at BritBongLogPost.com was probably related to the setting of the ‘dead man’s 
switch.’ And he had no idea how long it would take (more than 30 days) to reach 
the correct burn percentage to trigger the smart contract. Lucky for us…for that 
is our opportunity. Cheers 

 
 Physical Wallet VS Digital Wallet Security- Security is important. It may be wise to move your 

tokens into a physical digital wallet storage device and put it in a guarded storage facility. Like a 
bank vault, or Brinks vault. The WHACKD tokens can sit safely in a physical wallet in a guarded 
facility. I don’t trust the security of online digital wallets. And I don’t trust physical wallets in a 
home environment. Nice. 

o Read up on this concept – I read a helpful book called CryptoAssets in 2019. It is out of 
date now. Grin. But, it was helpful for understanding how to use these things and secure 
them up. Get it or a book like it. 
https://www.amazon.com/Cryptoassets-Innovative-Investors-Bitcoin-
Beyond/dp/1260026671/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=crypto+assets&qid=16314004
58&sr=8-3  

 
 This Will Be a Volatile Market - Watch for that Goofball Whale that will hit the sell button on 

Millions of tokens. Somebody already did that. On Sept 4, 2021 some whale sold over 4 Million 
tokens and crashed the market by about 37%. It is worth studying this drop in the price charts. 
That didn’t bother me, because I want to BUY LOW and SELL HIGH. So, in the future of this wild 
ride, I would use that to my advantage. Just make sure YOU aren’t the one to liquidate like 
that…as that won’t help your exit price, if you drop the market. Go easy on it. 
 

 There Will Be High Fees – On top of the 10% burn mechanics, there is also a GAS Fee, and some 
smaller other fees. Use the Gas Fee Website to gauge when there are low Gas fees. 
https://www.gasnow.org/  (Lowest gas price is usually it is early in the morning like 4-5am. 
Highest gas price is usually when everyone is at home in the evening 4pm to 12 Midnight.) 
 

 There is a Good Development Team that Talks With People Online – On Telegram 
WHACKDByMcAfeeBasedChat  (note, this is unedited, there is high school level cussing) – You 
can learn a lot just by reading it each day. The developers of Whackd who are working the 
roadmap use this social Telegram board. Yes, I had to install Telegram for this purpose. Which I 
did. 

o This is the story of the WHACKD token - https://whackdtoken.medium.com/ 
 

 Exit Realities – My calculations after the high taxes and 10% burns IN and OUT and fees, it is 
reasonable to actually NET about 50% of what you would actually sell for. Keep that in mind in 
your monetary needs projections to do your future projects of good for many people. 
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 How High Could This Go? I don’t know. Dogecoin, a joke coin that got a lot of media for 2 
months got to about a $90 BILLION market cap.  

o Market Capitalizations are calculated by taking the price X the tokens/coins in 
circulation. REMEMBER THAT.  Then compare that number with what other similar 
coins/tokens have done in the past, AS THEIR TOP!  

o I like looking at market caps of recent moonshots. Just to see what is possible. Dogecoin 
is in a similar universe to WHACKD. However, because of the massive EARTH-ALTERING 
news cycles that may be generated. The height of what WHACKD could do is anyone’s 
guess. Thus, plan your EXIT SCALE LEVELS accordingly. Remember, WACKD is a candle, it 
will eventually burn out, as John intended. 

o Or WHACKD may go to $0. Nothing. Nada. Just like I said. 

Helpful Links and Resources 

 Main site - https://getwhackd.org/ 
 

 Gas site - https://www.gasnow.org/  
 

 Backup archive of ALL OF JOHN MCAFEES’ tweets 
https://ia801004.us.archive.org/15/items/johnmcafee/tweets.txt 
 

 Whackd token story on medium 
https://whackdtoken.medium.com/?p=1815694fe5c7 
 

 Twitter for group  
https://twitter.com/TokenWhackd 
 

 >Telegram – This is the main group where most of the messaging happens 
WHACKDByMcAfeeBasedChat 
 

 Main charting application Dex Tools 
https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-
explorer/0xc491405d542a393d8d202a72f0fb076447e61891  
 

 Backup charting application Kek Tools 
https://kek.tools/t/0xcf8335727b776d190f9d15a54e6b9b9348439eee 

 
 Uniswap 

https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap  
 

 Burn Tracking - Dune.xyz 
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https://dune.xyz/BlackBitTec/Whackd  
 

 Whose Getting Whackd? The 1 in 1000 whack tracker. Make sure you aren’t one getting 
whackd. https://whosgettingwhackd.com/ 
 

 There is also a centralized exchange to buy WHACKD. However, I haven’t used it. 
Finebox (Centralized Exchange):  
https://www.finexbox.com/market/pair/WHACKD-USDT.html 
 

 Track the Uniswap Liquidity Pools Here 
Uniswaps Liquidity Pool – Automated Market Maker 
https://v2.info.uniswap.org/pair/0xc491405d542a393d8d202a72f0fb076447e61891 
https://feedback.blockfolio.com/coin-requests/p/whackd-1 
 

 Liquidity Pools explained https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cizLhxSKrAc 
 

 Ethereum’s Etherscan page. That shows the specifics of the contracts and the holders of the 
tokens. Plus all the transfers. 
https://etherscan.io/token/0xcf8335727b776d190f9d15a54e6b9b9348439eee#balances 
 

Final Thoughts 

This trade could lose 100% of the entire amount of money put in. Yep. 

Then again, if prophecy holds true, one could make life-changing bulk cash on this trade. Cash that you 
may want to invest to create cashflow (hint hint). Just like Robert Kiyosaki says. Play Robert Kiyosaki’s 
game “Cashflow” and you’ll know what I’m talking about. 

To enter WHACKD or not, depends upon your understanding of the answer to these 3 questions: 

1. Will there be a BIG Release of information to take down the bad guys? 
2. Is John McAfee’s 31 Terabytes of DIRT tied to that BIG Release? 
3. If the BIG Release comes from John’s DIRT, is that tied to the WHACKD token so that the 

eyeballs of the world will turn to it? 

These 3 questions represent the non-monetary RISK in this trade. If all 3 questions are answered in the 
affirmative, then you know what to do. 

They were for me. I’m IN.  
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P.S. The realization that the BIG Release may be based upon this token means that IF TRUE, then the 
buying of the token is helping bring the BIG Release along. Issuing freedom from the current tyranny to 
America and the world. Plus the correction of those ‘children issues.’ And our group is getting the 
opportunity first. 

P.P.S. If you want to wait to enter, the volcano eruption would be the SIGN that all is on schedule. The 
price would be higher, but probably before the moonshot. 

P.P.P.S. Put your own air mask on first. Then help your like-minded friends sitting next to you. After you 
do what you have decided to do, tell the ones you love who are like-minded. 
 
P.P.P.P.S. Remember this is God’s work to bring down these people. “Many shall fall in the Fall.” And if 
this is God’s way of doing it. So be it. All glory goes to the Father. And I will help to accomplish it. For a 
new mini-golden age for 4 solid years awaits us. 


